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American Foreign Policy: Since 1900 1988 this is the latest edition of a major work on the history of american foreign policy the volume reflects the
revisionism prevalent in the field but offers balanced accounts changes from the earlier edition include a reworked final chapter featuring new material on
the reagan administration and the nuclear arms race and an expanded coverage of the 1865 1895 period it contains numerous illustrations photographs
graphs and charts maps and contemporary cartoons isbn 0 669 12664 0 pbk 14 50
American Foreign Policy Since the Vietnam War 2019-07-23 a revealing look at presidential politics and foreign policy making from the aftermath of
vietnam to the nato intervention in kosovo the book illuminates the relationship between presidents domestic and foreign policy priorities and the key role
of public opinion in constraining presidential initiatives particularly the ability of a president to use military force overseas in case studies ranging from the
invasion of grenada through the gulf war and the dilemmas of somalia haiti bosnia and kosovo melanson provides compelling portraits of presidents nixon
carter reagan bush and clinton and their different efforts to forge a foreign policy consensus
American Foreign Policy Since World War II 1983 the gold standard for textbooks on american foreign policy american foreign policy since world war ii
provides you with an understanding of america s current challenges by exploring its historical experience as the world s predominant power since world
war ii through this process of historical reflection and insight you become better equipped to place the current problems of the nation s foreign policy
agenda into modern policy context with each new edition authors steven w hook and john spanier find that new developments in foreign policy conform to
their overarching theme there is an american style of foreign policy imbued with a distinct sense of national exceptionalism this twenty first edition
continues to explore america s unique national style with chapters that address the aftershocks of the arab spring and the revival of power politics
additionally an entirely new chapter devoted to the current administration discusses the implications of a changing american policy under the trump
presidency
American Foreign Policy Since World War II 2018-01-17 the book investigates us foreign policy in today s process of transformation it shows how
domestic factors determine more and more the superpower s paradigm of foreign policy on the one hand the us are the undisputed superpower as far as
military political or economic power are concerned as well as cultural influence and leadership in interantional relations on the other hand the us have in
the 90s practiced a rather non dominant leadership in international relations contrasting sharply america s potential what are the reasons for this das
englischsprachige buch untersucht die außenpolitik der usa in der jetzigen grundlegenden umbruchphase es zeigt wie innenpolitische determinanten auch
bei der supermacht usa in zunehmendem maße den außenpolitischen rahmen bestimmen auf der einen seite sind die usa die unumstrittene supermacht im
hinblick auf militärische politische und ökonomische stärke aber auch im hinblick auf den kulturellen einfluss und die führungsrolle in den internationalen
beziehungen auf der anderen seite haben die usa in den 90erjahren eine zurückhaltung als führungsmacht in den internationalen beziehungen praktiziert
die ganz im gegensatz zum führungspotenzial der einzigen supermacht standen welches sind die ursachen und faktoren für diese zurückhaltende rolle der
usa als welt führungsmacht
The Uncertain Superpower 2013-04-09 the cold war came to a grinding halt during the astounding developments of 1989 1991 the berlin wall fell
eastern european countries freed themselves from soviet domination and the soviet union itself disintegrated after witnessing a failed coup presumably
aimed at restoring a communist dictatorship suddenly the evil empire was no more and u s foreign policy was forever changed this volume explores the
revisions to a variety of bureaucratic institutions and policy areas in the wake of these political upheavals
US Foreign Policy After The Cold War 1997-07-15 this study looks closely at the attempts to resolve the dilemmas now confronting american policy makers
and the need for the us to balance national interests against global responsibilities as the world s only superpower
US Foreign Policy After the Cold War 1995 a blueprint of the current forces driving us foreign policy addressing the status of the major corporation in
international affairs the balance between atlantic and pacific interests and the role of the un in setting and mediating those interests the author looks
beyond traditional subjects such as diplomacy and military power to examine the role that migration tourism and the media play in modern
intergovernmental relations he argues that public opinion is a significant factor in and not just a reaction to foreign policy annotation copyrighted by book
news inc portland or
After the Cold War 2000-08 presents an examination of the conduct of american foreign policy in the second half of the twentieth century looking at cold



war developments the post cold war period the war on terrorism and the problems facing the u s in the early 2000s
Chinese Foreign Policy 1986 since the success of the best selling first edition the world has remained fascinated with us foreign policy not least because of
the far reaching consequences of the us led invasion of iraq this fully updated textbook follows the events of the past two and a half years including the
2004 presidential campaign whilst still providing a comprehensive introduction to all aspects of american foreign policy chapter headings include from
colony to superpower the post cold war decade the role of congress the media and public opinion the us and terrorism examining the administrations of
george bush bill clinton and george w bush it explains the complex interaction between the institutions of power the key actors and the non governmental
organizations to give a complete picture of foreign policy with a complete glossary of terms this textbook is ideal for those studying american politics or
international relations companion website available at routledge com textbooks 0415358655
American Foreign Policy Since World War II, 17th Edition 2006-07-15 first published in 2000 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
US Foreign Policy After the Cold War 2006-03-20 in the political landscape emerging from the end of the cold war making u s foreign policy has
become more difficult due in part to less clarity and consensus about threats and interests in after the end james m scott brings together a group of
scholars to explore the changing international situation since 1991 and to examine the characteristics and patterns of policy making that are emerging in
response to a post cold war world these essays examine the recent efforts of u s policymakers to recast the roles interests and purposes of the united
states both at home and abroad in a political environment where policy making has become increasingly decentralized and democratized the contributors
suggest that foreign policy leadership has shifted from white house and executive branch dominance to an expanded group of actors that includes the
president congress the foreign policy bureaucracy interest groups the media and the public the volume includes case studies that focus on china russia
bosnia somalia democracy promotion foreign aid and nafta together these chapters describe how policy making after 1991 compares to that of other
periods and suggest how foreign policy will develop in the future this collection provides a broad balanced evaluation of u s foreign policy making in the
post cold war setting for scholars teachers and students of u s foreign policy political science history and international studies contributors ralph g carter
richard clark a lane crothers i m destler ole r holsti steven w hook christopher m jones james m mccormick jerel rosati jeremy rosner john t rourke renee g
scherlen peter j schraeder james m scott jennifer sterling folker rick travis stephen twing
US Foreign Policy since 1945 2002-01-31 this essential introduction to postwar us foreign policy combines chronologic and thematic chapters to provide
an historical account of us policy and to explore key questions about its design control and effects
After the End 1998 a documentation of the impact of recent changes in the international system of japan s foreign policy chapters include diplomatic
style the thrust for economic success the search for security and the impact of international relations with neighbouring countries
US Foreign Policy Since 1945 2001-01-01 designed to supplement the guide to the diplomatic history of the u s 1935 this bibliography has items
arranged chronologically geographically and topically while indexes refer to authors subjects and individuals in addition to maps the book contains a list of
major policy makers since 1781 and brief biographical sketches of u s secretaries of state isbn 0 87436 323 3 87 50
Japan's Foreign Policy After the Cold War 1993 this book is available as open access through the bloomsbury open access programme and is available
on bloomsburycollections com after one of the most controversial and divisive periods in the history of american foreign policy under president george w
bush the obama administration was expected to make changes for the better in us relations with the wider world now international problems confronting
obama appear more intractable and there seems to be a marked continuity in policies between obama and his predecessor robert singh argues that obama
s approach of strategic engagement was appropriate for a new era of constrained internationalism but it has yielded modest results obama s search for the
pragmatic middle has cost him political support at home and abroad whilst failing to make decisive gains singh suggests by calibrating his foreign policies
to the emergence of a post american world the president has yet to preside over a renaissance of us global leadership ironically obama s policies have
instead hastened the arrival of a post american world
Guide to American Foreign Relations Since 1700 1983 as american interests assumed global proportions after 1945 policy makers were faced with
the challenge of prioritizing various regions and determining the extent to which the united states was prepared to defend and support them superpowers
and developing nations soon became inextricably linked and decolonizing states such as vietnam india and egypt assumed a central role in the ideological



struggle between the united states and the soviet union as the twentieth century came to an end many of the challenges of the cold war became even
more complex as the soviet union collapsed and new threats arose featuring original essays by leading scholars foreign policy at the periphery examines
relationships among new nations and the united states from the end of the second world war through the global war on terror rather than reassessing
familiar flashpoints of us foreign policy the contributors explore neglected but significant developments such as the efforts of evangelical missionaries in
the congo the 1958 stabilization agreement with argentina henry kissinger s policies toward latin america during the 1970s and the financing of terrorism
in libya via petrodollars blending new internationalist approaches to diplomatic history with newly released archival materials foreign policy at the
periphery brings together diverse strands of scholarship to address compelling issues in modern world history
Barack Obama's Post-American Foreign Policy 2012-06-07 this book describes how american international policy alternates between engagement and
disengagement cycles in world affairs these cycles provide a unique way to understand assess and describe fluctuations in america s involvement or non
involvement overseas in addition to its basic thesis the book presents a fair minded account of four presidents foreign policies in the post cold war period
george h w bush bill clinton george w bush and barack obama it suggests recurring sources of cyclical change along with implications for the future an
engaged or involved foreign policy entails the use of military power and diplomatic pressure against other powers to secure american ends a disengaged
on noninvolved policy relies on normal economic and political interaction with other states which seeks to disassociation from entanglements
Foreign Policy at the Periphery 2017-01-17 the united states is in the process of developing a new foreign policy to meet the changing political
economic and technological situations throughout the world this book is a history of the making of a new foreign policy after world war ii and analyzes how
a bipartisan policy was achieved and lasted until the end of the cold war in 1991 by reprinting her out of print book published by westview press in 1991
author ellen collier makes available a handbook on building a bipartisan foreign policy
Cycles in US Foreign Policy since the Cold War 2017-01-25 a survey of the historical literature on intelligence and national security during the cold
war
Bipartisanship & the Making of Foreign Policy 2011-07-12 in this timely and pathbreaking volume scholars in comparative politics and international relations
build upon earlier theoretical work on the interaction of domestic and international systems applying it innovatively to the study of post soviet russian
policy and conduct individual chapters focus on regime type leadership politics interest group politics nationalism as ideology international conflict and
threat and international economic opportunities and constraints the complex interplay between domestic and international factors is highlighted exploring
both the origins and the outcomes of russian policy and behavior this book provides a telling measure of the direction and significance of political change
since 1991
America in the World 1995 this volume includes historiographical surveys of american foreign relations since 1941 by some of the country s leading
historians some of the essays offer sweeping overviews of the major trends in the field of foreign international relations history others survey the literature
on us relations with particular regions of the world or on the foreign policies of presidential administrations the result is a comprehensive assessment of the
historical literature on us foreign policy that highlights recent developments in the field
US Foreign Policy After the Cold War 1971 this volume brings together more than 50 documents which examine foreign policy not only in terms of leaders
and states but also through social movements cultures ideas and images to provide comprehensive understanding of how americans have interacted with
the wider world since 1898 draws together over 50 primary documents to give readers a first hand account of the people and events that shaped the
foreign policy of the united states incorporates documents relating not only to leaders and states but also to social movements cultures ideas and images
highlights the diverse range of contributors to debates about american foreign policy from presidents to protesters students to singers includes a
comprehensive introduction to the subject and headnotes for each document written by the editor as well as a bibliography for further study
After Vietnam 2019-09-13 this volume relies on the natural chronology of historical events to organize and narrate the story as the nation s leaders saw it
using this narrative approach the tangled and often confusing nature of foreign affairs is uncovered without the illusion that in the past american foreign
relations took place in a well ordered fashion from this history students will understand the plight of present day policymakers who encounter an array of
problems that are rarely susceptible to simple analysis and ready solution



The Sources of Russian Foreign Policy After the Cold War 2013-12-23 now in its twenty second edition hook spanier and grove s american foreign
policy since world war ii has long set the standard in guiding students through the complexities of american foreign policy the text introduces students to
the american style of foreign policy imbued with a distinct sense of national exceptionalism by giving students the historical context they need this book
allows them to truly grasp the functions and dysfunctions of the nation s foreign policy agenda with historical insight into modern policy context
America in the World 2010-04-26 this revised and updated version of william hale s turkish foreign policy 1774 2000 offers a comprehensive and
analytical survey of turkish foreign policy since the last quarter of the eighteenth century when the turks relations with the rest of the world entered their
most critical phase in recent years turkey s international role has changed and expanded dramatically and the new edition revisits the chapters and topics
covered in light of these changes drawing on newly available information and ideas the author carefully alters the earlier historical narrative while
preserving the clarity and accessibility of the original combining the long historical perspective with a detailed survey and analysis of the most recent
developments this book fills a clear gap in the literature on turkey s modern history for readers with a broader interest in international history it also offers
a crucial example of how a medium sized power has acted in the international environment
American Foreign Relations Since 1898 2001 this volume explains china s foreign policy from the perspective of its historical recovery after 1949 and
the country s subsequent rise as a great power including its transformation into a global power it also illuminates how china has in tandem with its rise
developed an increasing array of political economic sharp power and military capabilities that is helping it to further its increasingly expansive foreign
policy objectives the volume examines two key questions what have been the implications of china s rise for its foreign policy and how has an increasingly
powerful and confident china used a range of foreign policy instruments to pursue its expanding national interests in asia and beyond the volume is divided
into three parts covering the conceptualization and drivers of china s foreign policy china s relations with the world and the instruments of china s foreign
policy namely its economic power military capabilities and its sharp power manipulation of information and relationships it will be of interest to academics
students and researchers interested in understanding china s role in world politics
Crucible of Power 2024-01-27 this sharp and authoritative account of american foreign relations analyzes the last fifteen years of foreign policy in
relation to the last forty years since the end of the cold war provides an overview and understanding of the recent history of u s foreign relations from the
viewpoint of one of the most respected authorities in the field includes suggestions for further reading
American Foreign Policy Since World War II 2013 since their first publication the four volumes of the cambridge history of american foreign relations
have served as the definitive source for the topic from the colonial period to the cold war the fourth volume explores the conditions in the international
system at the end of world war ii the american determination to provide leadership and the security dilemma each superpower posed for the other this
revised and expanded edition incorporates recent scholarship and revelations carrying the narrative through the years following the end of the cold war
into the administration of barack obama the author points to the nature of the stalinist state with its secrecy and brutal dictatorship to explain the course of
the cold war the character of the american political system including the separation of political powers and the role of interest groups prompted american
leaders to exaggerate dangers abroad to enhance their domestic power the book also provides insight into chinese and soviet actions during the korean
war the taiwan straits crises of the 1950s and the cuban missile crisis it explains the rise and fall of détente in the 1970s describes how imperial overreach
strained both the united states and the soviet union in the 1980s and reflects on what the cold war meant for the world this new edition also examines the
failure of postwar administrations to provide a workable policy with which to confront the world after the demise of the soviet union
Turkish Foreign Policy Since 1774 1995 towards the end of his second term it appears george w bush s foreign policy has won few admirers with
pundits and politicians eagerly and opportunistically bashing the tenets of the bush doctrine this provocative account dares to counter the dogma of bush s
beltway detractors and his ideological enemies boldly arguing that bush s policy deservedly belongs within the mainstream of the american foreign policy
tradition though the shifting tide of public opinion has led many to anticipate that his successor will repudiate the actions of the past eight years authors
timothy lynch and robert s singh suggest that there will and should be continuity in us foreign policy from his presidency to those who follow providing a
positive audit of the war on terror which they contend should be understood as a second cold war they charge that the bush doctrine has been consistent
with past foreign policies from republican and democratic presidencies and that the key elements of bush s grand strategy will rightly continue to shape



america s approach in the future above all they predict that his successors will pursue the war against islamist terror with similar dedication
Major Problems in American Foreign Relations: Since 1914 2022-05-16 george kennan and hans morgenthau argued that moralistic and legalistic
beliefs bound wilsonian internationalists to policies outside the national interest establishing their claims in the decade following world war ii kennan and
morgenthau contended that the united states had over extended its commitments an interpretation that came to dominate opponents criticisms of wilson
and his followers bucklin shows after careful examination of the evidence that the policies that wilsonians advocated from 1919 to 1954 were generally in
concert with those of the realists wilsonians understood balance of power politics sought the professionalization of the foreign service advocated diplomacy
and demonstrated an acute understanding of the long term national interest after establishing the basis of the kennan morgenthau thesis bucklin provides
a comparative analysis between the policies of wilson and his disciples and those of kennan and morgenthau this study is based upon an examination of
the papers and voluminous publications of three prominent wilsonians quincy wright frederick schuman and denna fleming as well as the writings of kennan
and morgenthau beginning with a detailed study of woodrow wilson s foreign policy bucklin presents the case that wilson s policies were designed to meet
the national interest the test continues with a consideration of american policies in the inter war years world war ii and the first decade of the cold war to
include collective security neutrality appeasement and containment efforts to label the wilsonians as idealistic fail when put to the test of the realists
China’s Foreign Policy 1992 this book describes castle s intellectual preparation for foreign service and his life long commitment to diplomatic realism in the
making of foreign policy castle s application of diplomatic realism is examined in his impact on u s japan relations the manchurian incident the london naval
conference of 1930 the republican party s opposition to intervention in asia and to roosevelt s world war ii foreign policy and the reconstruction of japan
after 1945 special attention is paid to the strengths and weaknesses of diplomatic realism as a foreign policy position
U.S. Foreign Policy After the Cold War 2008-04-15 the purpose of this treatise is to give a brief account of soviet foreign policy from the moment of the
bolshevik seizure of power in 1917 to the involvement of the soviet union in the second world war in june 1941
America's Failing Empire 2015-04-16
The New Cambridge History of American Foreign Relations: Volume 4, Challenges to American Primacy, 1945 to the Present 2008-04-28
After Bush 1999
Assessing the Administration's Foreign Policy 1978
Romanian Foreign Policy Since 1965 2001
Realism and American Foreign Policy 1998
Diplomatic Realism 1978
Soviet Foreign Policy, 1917-1941
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